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Abstract
Time-series data streams often contain predictive value in the form of unique patterns. While these
patterns may be used as leading indicators for event prediction, a lack of prior knowledge of pattern
shape and irregularities can render traditional forecasting methods ineffective. The research in this
thesis tested a means of predetermining the most effective combination of transformations to be
applied to time-series data when training a classifier to predict whether an event will occur at a
given time. The transformations tested on provided data streams included subsetting of the data,
aggregation over various numbers of data points, testing of different predictive lead times, and
converting the data set into a binary set of values. The benefit of the transformations is to reduce
the data used for training down to only the most useful pattern containing points and clarify the
predictive pattern contained in the set. In addition, the transformations tested significantly reduce
the number of features used for classifier training through subsetting and aggregation. The
performance benefit of the transformations was tested through creating a series of daily
positive/negative event predictions over the span of a test set derived from each provided data
stream. A landmarking system was then developed that utilizes the prior results obtained by the
system to predetermine a “best fit” transformation to use on a new, untested data stream. Results
indicate that the proposed set of transformations consistently result in improved classifier
performance over the use of untransformed data values. Landmarking system testing shows that
the use of prior knowledge results in selection of a near best fit transformation when using as few
as 3 reference transformations.
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1. Introduction
Cyber-attacks have been the cause of massive loss of capital and damage to vital infrastructure in
both the private and public sectors over the last few years (Bronk & Tikk-Ringas, 2013;Lee,
Assante, & Conway, 2014). A large scale cyber-attack has the potential to cost the United States
government upwards of $121 billion dollars, more than the total damages of Hurricane Katrina
(Maynard & Ng, 2017). The rise of the “Internet of Things” has created wireless connections and
access between systems that have never before been remotely tethered. These vast networks can
result in very real risks to connected individuals (Roman, Zhou, & Lopez, 2013). In late-2016,
malicious software known as Mirai was able to take down multiple major sites such as Twitter and
PayPal by utilizing the computing power of millions of vulnerable devices connected through the
“Internet of Things” (Kolias et al., 2017). Although these connections are created for ease-of-use
and streamlining purposes, they drastically increase the risk of a devastating infiltration.

If businesses could see these types of attacks coming before they occurred, even without absolute
certainty of the time and place, they may drastically reduce their losses incurred. Forewarning
would allow for the focusing of security efforts and heightened defenses around a given network
during the expected window of the attack. While current approaches rely on network sensor
activity to detect cyber-attacks, the method is limited by the origin of the data being utilized. There
must already be unwanted access of or attempts on the network for these sensors to generate
readings, meaning damage may have already been done by the time detection occurs.
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The future of cyber-defense may lie in providing warning before an attempt on a system is even
made. Research has been conducted regarding the use of traditional forecasting methods such as
multi-correlation and ARIMA models in predicting the number of cyber-attacks that may occur in
a given time period (Pontes et al., 2011;Werner, Yang, & McConky, 2017). Forecasting models
utilize the rates at which cyber-attacks have transpired and attempt to decipher patterns or trends
that have predictive value moving forward. These models function by exploiting autocorrelations
in the data set, which may make generating predictions difficult for events which are very sparse
or follow no detectable trend or seasonality. Instead of trying to find a pattern within the timing of
the events themselves, more benefit may be found in examining external data, such as public
outrage or availability of malicious software tools, suspected of providing evidence or latent
indicators of attacks (Jordan, 2001;Ashford, 2012). Outside data sets which may contain predictive
value are known as leading indicators. The greatest difficulty lies in determining which data
streams function as leading indicators for cyber-attacks.

There has never been more data readily available to researchers than there is now. The types of
data available range from historical weather and environmental data to counts of traffic violations
issued in a geographical region (NOAA, 2017;MCoM, 2015). One major source of data which
appeared in 2006 and has grown rapidly ever since is Twitter. As of 2016, more than 500 million
tweets were created each day, with the number increasing every year (InternetLiveStats, 2017).
Numerous analytical techniques have been employed, both traditional and novel in their methods,
in attempts to make use of the wealth of available data. Tools to derive information such as public
sentiment and trending topics amongst populations from Twitter usage data have become popular
amongst business analysts (Culnan, McHugh, & Zubillaga, 2010). The value gained from analysis
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of Twitter data has been promising in some fields, such as social sciences and business, while
lacking in others, such as cyber security (Lerman & Ghosh, 2010;Chae, 2015). The promise of
valuable insight continues to drive research utilizing Twitter as well as other data sources for
predictive purposes in the realm of cyber-defense. The study in this thesis aims to approach the
predictive problem through the application of a novel method which may be used to extract
predictive patterns from many of the data sources mentioned.

Even though an individual or organization may have access to large amounts of data, how best to
derive useful information from a given data set is not always clear. Transforming a temporal data
stream containing millions of entries into a feature set which may be used to train a machine
learning algorithm involves numerous challenges. The difficulties faced include questions such as
how much historical data to incorporate, which classification algorithm to use, and how these
factors may influence the time required to train a desired algorithm. Simply training on all available
data is almost never the best approach and is often not possible due to constraints on run-time and
processing power. In the case of a time-series data set, many features of the data beyond just the
raw values may be used, such as trends and statistical characteristics (Meina et al., 2015). The
“Curse of Dimensionality” often comes into play, with each additional feature extracted from a
data set creating a more complex training process while potentially adding little to no value
(Friedman, 1997). Without active reduction, a feature set can rapidly become too complex to train
a classifier within a reasonable amount of time.

The practice of reducing the data used for training and extracting useful features may be referred
to as feature engineering. The purpose behind feature engineering is to transform a set of data that
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is too large or complex to use into a manageable form. Feature engineering may involve
aggregating multiple values into one, removing unneeded features that provide little or no value to
the task at hand, or finding value in the interactions of features. Unfortunately, the best approach
to engineering the features of a data set to make them more useful is not always clear.

While many approaches to improve the predictive power of a given data set exist, no best fit
method will apply to more than a specific assortment of similar data sets. Single-featured, timeseries data sets may be particularly difficult to extract information from if they contain no trend or
seasonality. A given time-series data set may contain predictive information over any range of
time or type of pattern. The challenge is now determining an efficient and automated method to
extract maximum predictive value from a range of single-feature time-series data streams. Once a
method is developed, available time-series streams which meet the necessary input format may be
utilized in a more effective form to attempt to forecast oncoming cyber-attacks. Even without high
precision, any method to provide forewarning of cyber-attacks could be very useful. In the realm
of predicting a major attack, a false positive warning is far less harmful to a target than failing to
predict an event altogether.

4

2. Problem Statement
All the relevant data in the world is of no use when solving a problem if the data cannot be
practically applied. Large data sets regularly require extensive dimensionality reduction to be used
in the training of machine learning classifiers. Although the problem of extracting value exists for
all data types, time-series data can be particularly challenging to use efficiently. Time-series data,
such as the sample shown in Figure 1, is defined as a sequence of observations recorded at distinct
time intervals and stored in chronological order, usually recorded over successive time intervals
with consistent spacing. A time-series data stream can represent anything from barometric pressure
to occupants of a building at various points in time.
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Figure 1 - Leading Indicator Time-Series Example

An acquired data stream may be used to generate predictions against a provided Ground Truth
(GT). The GT is a data series containing the time-stamps of occurrences of an event type to be
predicted. Training a classifier on the GT series requires converting the provided time-series data
stream into a useable feature set. Training on the entire time-series is often infeasible and almost
never the best approach, as each data point would be handled as a separate feature by the classifier
and dimensionality could become a problem. The challenge becomes developing an algorithm to
reduce time-series data in order to condense the resulting feature set while extracting significant
predictive value and retaining the temporal nature of any trends or patterns.
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The purpose of the research moving forward is to determine an efficient, automated, and effective
method to extract useful feature sets from time-series data streams for use in predicting if an event
will occur on a given day or not. A series of transformations will be performed on single-feature
time-series data streams to determine how each transformation must be applied for best
performance. The transformations are meant to clarify or retain patterns that exist in the data while
reducing the size of the feature set being used to train a classifier.

The transformation parameters to be determined by the process include lead time of predictions
(lead time), length of data used for feature set creation (tail length), the length of aggregation
periods used (bin size), and sensitivity to abnormally high values, referred to as spikes, in the data
(sensitivity). The resulting feature set extracted from the transformed data will be used to train
classifiers for event prediction. The process has been designed to both reduce the feature set for
the purpose of faster classifier training as well as extract maximum predictive value from any
pattern that exists within the provided data set.

Testing the transformation method will involve measuring the performance of classifiers trained
on the transformed feature sets versus classifiers trained on a baseline feature transformation. The
baseline features will be a set containing the untransformed time-series values. The performance
of baseline features will be compared to the performance of the transformed feature sets to
determine if performance was improved. The significance of the performance differences will
clarify any benefit the proposed transformation method provides for event prediction.
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A system to utilize prior knowledge to predetermine a best fit transformation set and classifier type
will also be developed and tested. Testing of the prior knowledge selection system, further referred
to as the landmarking system, will be conducted using generated data stream and event set pairs.
The generation of artificial testing sets will allow for a set of controllable generation parameters
determining event frequency and distribution, as well as the shape of predictive patterns in the data
stream. The transformation and classifier combination selected by the landmarking system will
then be compared to the performance of all transformation sets recorded to determine the
significance of the tradeoff in classifier performance. The effect of varying the number of top
performing similar transformations selected by the landmarking system will be examined as well.

The testing process will determine the landmarking system’s capability to accelerate
transformation set selection without significant performance loss. If the landmarking system is
able to select a transformation set that creates a classifier close enough to the best observed
transformation while also saving a significant amount of run time versus total enumeration, the
system will be considered successful. The other significant performance measure is whether the
best observed classifier produces a statistically significant performance improvement over the
baseline feature set. The results of the experiment will determine whether the transformation
process paired with the landmarking system yield a significant improvement or not.

The purpose of the transformation method is to convert single-feature time-series data into a form
which clarifies predictive patterns and improves classifier performance. The method may be used
to find the predictive power of a provided time-series data stream. The ability to do so would be
valuable to improving predictions of a provided event set such as cyber-attacks. The ability to
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complete data reduction, feature extraction, and classifier selection in an accelerated way using the
landmarking system would allow for testing to be conducted on more data streams in less time
than could be achieved through total enumeration. The likelihood of producing a useful feature set
from a provided time-series data stream would be increased.
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3. Literature Review
Review of literature pertaining to cyber-attacks, feature engineering and classification methods
was conducted to establish a “best-practice” wherever possible in developing an automated feature
engineering system. Understanding what methods have been conducted in creating better cyberattack prediction methods ensures that the proposed research does not retrace any previously tested
models. While the system focuses on the intelligent feature engineering of time-series data streams,
methods used previously on both time-series and non-time-series data can reveal techniques that
may be tested, and if successful, included in the final system. The final piece of the proposed
method is the classification method being employed to create a prediction from the transformed
data stream. While finding the best values of the classifier parameters themselves is not the primary
focus of the proposed research, being a data transformation experiment, confirming that the
classifiers tested are appropriate for the task at hand, and will yield useful testing results, is
important to the experiment as a whole.

The literature review begins with an evaluation of current methods being applied to the forecasting
of cyber-attacks. Models and methods which are shown to be effective in the realm of cybersecurity prediction are used to help develop the approach of the proposed system. In addition to
determining research methods that have been shown to be effective, determining where they have
fallen short assists in guiding the newly developed method towards a novel objective. The next
section of the literature review examines current feature engineering techniques to determine what
methods yield performance improvement. The following section provides background on the
application and performance of the classifiers that are to be included in the automated feature
engineering system. The final section of the review examines techniques used to select a best fit
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classifier, which will be adopted for use in the proposed system. The section also discusses the use
of meta-features to improve selection of the transformations and classifiers used in the proposed
research.

3.1. Event Prediction Using Forecasting and Machine Learning
Forecasting techniques are commonly used to generate predictions using a time-series data set.
One study reviewed tested the application of an ARIMA model to the field of cyber defense in
event prediction(Werner et al., 2017). In the model, time-series data containing information
regarding the time and type of cyber-attacks is used to train a forecasting method meant to predict
the number of cyber-attacks on a given day.

When tested on historical attack data, the ARIMA model followed spikes in occurrence data, albeit
with some lag behind the initial spike, indicating that using ARIMA forecasting leads to better
performance than simply following the mean. Prediction error for less frequently occurring events
such as denial of service or malicious URL was twice that of attacks on internet facing servers, in
part due to forecasting methods performing better when the data set being examined contains a
fewer number of zeros. One of the limitations of ARIMA forecasting is that increasing sparsity in
data has a negative performance impact. The data patterns contained in the test data used in the
proposed thesis may also be sporadic and difficult to identify on a large scale, which can lead to
reduced performance using traditional forecasting methods.

Experimentation has also been conducted using a Bayesian Network to attempt to predict cyberattacks (Okutan, Yang, & McConky, 2017). The tested method involves incorporating outside data
sources such as social media and open source projects consolidated over a set period of time as
10

signals into the training of a Bayes Net. Once all the signals are formatted, an individual Bayes
Net is trained for each of the five types of attacks being investigated.

Through 5-fold cross validation testing Bayes Net was found to perform well on more frequent
attack types while failing to predict any of the sparse DDoS events. The results reflect an issue of
the Bayes Net valuing precision in negative event prediction over positive event prediction when
trained on sparse data (less than 9% occurrence rate).

Research conducted using a Support Vector Machine and the traffic of malicious IPs showed the
method effective at predicting cyber-attack incidences up to 3 months prior to their occurrence
(Liu et al., 2015). A feature set was generated to capture the behavior of malicious IP addresses in
a way which reveals anomalies in their behavior as individuals as well as a group. Testing was
performed using subsets of these features to determine which features yielded the greatest
performance gain. The study validated the use of a separate set of leading indicators to predict the
timing of a major attack on the Univ. of Maryland. All 3 classifiers were capable of indicating a
high risk of an oncoming attack, however, an interesting result was that the highest performing
classifier was that trained only on Nov-Dec-Jan data rather than Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb data. The results
indicate that the classifier may achieve highest performance with a certain amount of lead time >1
day.

Another research team developed a method to create a general cyber-attack forecast built on
Japanese tweet counts and the activity of Twitter accounts of 90 know hacktivist groups
(Munkhdorj & Yuji, 2017). An experiment was conducted using the frequency and sentiment of
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the tweets of hacktivist groups. An artificial neural network (ANN) was trained and tested using
these factors on 34 unique cyber-attack events.

Results of the experiment show that the activity of accounts known to be linked to cyber-attack
display a pattern of higher than average activity during the month prior to an attack occurring for
all events tested. The experiment also stated that a limitation of examining the hacktivist data was
the sparsity of activity, where the data examined in the proposed thesis is more densely populated,
providing the capability to examine the time frame preceding each cyber-attack with more
granularity.

Major issues, such as predicting infrequent events, faced with each of these methods are addressed
through the transformation method applied in the proposed thesis. Predicting infrequent events is
difficult using the aforementioned forecasting or Bayes Net approaches because of their innate
tendency to predict all negative for a sufficiently sparse event type, resulting in high precision, but
providing little real value. By using the new method being investigated to utilize recognizable data
patterns as opposed to single aggregated values, the classifier will be better able to predict sparse
events. Creating a method meant to accurately predict when sparse events occur could complement
a traditional method by being used on attacks below a set occurrence rate. Liu et al., (2015) shows
SVM’s validity for predicting cyber-attack and for utilizing large feature sets. Liu et al. also
suggest that prediction accuracy may be maximized through testing on lead times > 1 day, which
will be incorporated into the developed transformation system. Munkhdorj & Yuji, (2017) shows
that analysis of Hacktivist groups provided some predictive value. The data to be used for the
proposed thesis closely resembles the hacktivist activity set in that only tweets containing
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information known to coincide with malicious activity are contained. The combination of utilizing
a more correlated, closely populated data set as well as the testing of multiple classification
methods is expected to clarify the predictive value of the detected activity increase prior to attack
occurrences.

3.2. Feature Reduction and Extraction
The data sets examined through the proposed research are numerical counts in the form of timeseries data streams. The temporal data provides a basis from which forecasts or predictions may
be generated, often used to estimate future events or behaviors (Antunes & Oliveira, 2001). Most
time-series data streams contain a vast number of values, many of which may provide little
predictive values in their initial form. For example, a data set containing the readings of 10 sensors
within a system each providing a reading every 2ms would generate 5000 unique values/ second.
Perhaps the user is interested in predicting an event which is influenced by the difference in 2 pairs
of these sensors as opposed to the raw values of all 10. In addition, the event being predicted may
be preceded by spikes every 30 seconds. An improved data set may contain only the differences
between the 2 sensor pairs and an aggregated value for each second. Through the proposed
transformation, the data set would be reduced from 5000 features and 10 unique values/second to
2 features and 1 value/second. Reducing data sets through similar feature reduction techniques,
such as aggregation, removal, and similar transformations, is a key focus of the proposed
transformation method.

The goal of feature engineering techniques is to remove features which provide little or no
predictive value and to combine any n features that may provide equal or greater value when fused
to produce a single feature. The removal of low-value features aids in speeding up training and run
13

time of classifiers, as well as reducing “noise” which negatively affects the accuracy of predictions
generated. The aggregation of numerical features may be achieved through a variety of reduction
techniques such as summation, averaging, or many other methods.

Another study examined utilized multiple data transformation techniques in order to create useful
features out of 2 large data sets (Yu et al., 2010). The method used involved assessing performance
metrics of a set of students in order to predict their future performance. After creating categorical
features to identify question type, student id, and other identifying characteristics, the first data set
had approximately 1,000,000 unique features and the second data set had approximately 200,000
unique features. Training classifiers on these data sets remained infeasible due to training
time/processing power restrictions.

To reduce the number of features in the student data, past performance metrics on identical
question types were averaged to create a single past performance measure for each question type.
In addition to averaging matching features, single features were generated for each student, each
identical problem type, etc. which measured the percentage of attempts which were correct the
first time. Another transformation technique employed was creating a set of 4 binary features
indicating student familiarity with a given question type, indicating if a student had encountered a
given problem type within a prior window of time. The final data sets used in the research project
had been reduced from more than 100,000 features to only 17.

Performance was measured first using the untransformed data set, followed by the 17-feature data.
The results of classifier testing showed that with a random forest classifier better predictive
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performance was achieved using both of the condensed data sets compared to using the
untransformed data. The results display that a massive reduction in features, 99.9983% and
99.9915% respectively, was achieved without sacrificing significant performance. These types of
transformations extract the useable information from patterns within a data set and are similar to
those being employed in the transformation system being developed. The performance
improvement achieved shows the promise of being able to extract and simplify the meaningful
value of a large data set down to a small set of features through feature engineering.

The Heritage Health Prize (HHP) competition focused on predicting the likelihood of patients to
be admitted to a hospital based on historical data("Heritage Health Prize," 2012). The first-place
team used two distinct methods of feature reduction in order to create multiple testing data sets
(Brierley, Vogel, & Axelrod, 2011). The first method employed by the researchers was yearly
aggregation, resulting in (# of years * # of unique patients) instances to be trained on. The second
method tested was aggregating all claims by patient. The combined results yielded a .0035
improvement in root-mean-square error over what any one model could achieve on the original
data sets, a significant improvement with the difference between the 1st and 5th place teams being
<.002. Using the described method of aggregating multiple data sets over varied aggregation
periods could yield both higher performance than using a single test set in the proposed
transformation system.

In the AAIA’15 Data Mining Competition competitors were tasked with classifying the
positioning and activities of firefighters by using real-time tracking data (Meina et al., 2015). A
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research team used histograms of occurrence frequency within the 42 unique time-series data
streams per firefighter to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Zdravevski et al., 2015).

Testing results showed that when the team aggregated the provided data streams into small
windows of time, with the total number of aggregation periods referred to as B, the use of more,
and therefore smaller, aggregation windows frequently resulted in overfitting of the SVM. The top
14 performing classification methods used only B = 30 or B = 50 while B = 100 resulted in reduced
predictive performance.

The results of the study suggest that training on only the most valuable portion of the training data
rather than the full data stream improves classifier performance while reducing complexity and
training time. The method of generating training histograms employed in the experiment sacrifices
the temporal component of the data set, which the proposed thesis system seeks to retain through
utilizing a similar binning process aggregated by time as well as value.

3.3. Classification Methods
An algorithm, or machine learning model, may be trained to classify an outcome based on a set of
values provided. The value set provided are related to a set of features common to the data set
upon which a given classifier was trained. Classification algorithms allow predictions to be made
regarding the likelihood of an event occurring through examining one or more related data sets.

Classification methods use a variety of algorithms to determine how best to classify a given
instance based on the values of its associated features. The way in which classifiers produce a
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prediction differs, which may result in different classifier types producing different results when
provided the same data set for training and testing.

The classifiers used in the proposed thesis are binary classifiers which predict 0 or 1 when given a
set of features. An algorithm for classifying new instances is generated based on the correlation
between values of the features of examined instances and their respective categories. The use of
labeled examples for training is known as supervised learning, as opposed to unsupervised learning
in which the algorithm must generate classes within the data (Brownlee, 2016).

The “No Free Lunch” theorem stated that one cannot determine a best fit classification method
based on prior knowledge alone, the classifier must be tested against a ground truth. Different
classification algorithms may be more effective in handling factors adverse to effective machine
learning such as sparse data sets or vast feature quantities. Because of this, multiple distinct
classification methods will be incorporated into the system to allow for the widest range of
classifiers tested per dataset. In order to conduct the study on a large number of classifiers in a
practical way, the WEKA machine learning library will be utilized (Frank et al., 2009). The WEKA
classifiers to be tested in the experiment are an Unpruned Classification Tree, a K-Nearest
Neighbors algorithm, a Bayes Net and an SVM classifier.

The Classification Tree and KNN algorithms will be included as both have shown to provide
differing results with reasonably consistent performance in a previously discussed meta-learning
experiment (Reif, Shafait, & Dengel, 2011). Because these two classifiers utilize fundamentally
different algorithms while having straight-forward parameters, K for KNN and pruning level for
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Decision Tree, they will function well early in the research for comparison. Random Forest, an
extension of the Decision Tree algorithm will not be used for the research case as the training
demand would be much higher than a Decision Tree. Any additional predictive performance
Random Forest would provide is unneeded as measuring performance changes across different
data transformations is more important to the experiment than overall precision of the classifier.

The Bayes Net classification method was selected due to robustness when handling many features
which have little predictive value as well as use in similar research examined (Okutan et al., 2017).
The SVM classifier has been shown to be effective in previous research regarding data
transformation testing so will be included in the proposed thesis (Liu et al., 2015;Meina et al.,
2015).

3.4. Meta-Features for Classifier Selection
Determining a best fit classification method has been a problem since the origin of machine
learning. According to the “No Free Lunch” theorem, first proposed by David Wolpert, one cannot
determine what supervised classification method will yield the best results based on prior results
alone (Wolpert, 1996). One method proposed for solving the problem of finding a best performing
classification method is through landmarking (Bernhard, Hilan, & Christophe, 2000).
Landmarking was developed through a study in which the landmarking system was used to predict
a best fit classifier through the performance results of a small set of experiments, or “landmarks”.
Landmarks are algorithms which have performed successfully on a specific data set, or better yet
across a broad category of tasks (i.e. image detection, traffic pattern recognition, etc.).
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Meta-features are features which exist as a quality of the data set as a whole. Research into a field
referred to as “meta-learning” aims to study the effect of “meta-features” on the performance run
times of classifiers (Doan & Kalita, 2016). Simple meta-features refer to features pertaining to a
data set such as number of features, number of classes, number of instances, etc. which do not
require extensive calculation to be derived from the data set. Applying transformation methods in
a novel way to time-series data as well as utilizing meta-features to improve performance is the
primary objective of the proposed research.

A study was also conducted with the intent of examining the effects of simple meta-features on
the run time of different classification methods (Reif et al., 2011). The results gathered through
the testing of 5 classifiers (KNN, SVM, MLP, Ripper, Decision Tree) on a traditional grid search
problem suggest that there is significant correlation between the values of a set of “simple metafeatures” and the run-time of a given classifier. The normalized absolute error of the predicted
runtimes of each of these classifiers using only simple meta-features was ~.6, resulting in 40%
lower error than when not considering these features. In addition to demonstrating that reducing
the factor set assists with altering run-time, the results show that examining meta-features with
relation to transformed data sets in the proposed system may allow for identification of data sets
with beyond feasible run-times before they are tested.

The meta-features of the data sets which result in their similarities are then identified. By grouping
a new data set with which there is no prior testing with other data sets based on its meta-features,
the classifier which has the best performance on the similar data sets may provide a good starting
point for testing. Bernhard et al., (2000) tested the aforementioned method in the landmarking
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study and discovered promise for application of the system in improving classifier selection. A
similar method can be employed in attempting to determine which classifier and transformation
values may work best on a given data stream, using features such as the number of events in the
event set, variance of the values within the data set, length of historical data available for training,
etc.
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4. Methodology
The methodology first introduces the proposed transformation developed and tested for the study.
Once all steps of the transformation process have been examined and their application as a single
process is presented, the experiment for testing the transformation process is introduced. The
process of generating test data sets to measure the performance of the transformation process is
explained in depth followed by the procedures used to narrow down these data sets and
experimental parameters for more efficient testing. The proposed method of measuring the
performance of the transformation process and validation testing using real data is then proposed.

Section 4.3 of the methodology introduces the landmarking system and explains how the
landmarking system is intended to improve the efficiency of the proposed transformation method.
The functionality of the landmarking system is then explained as a step-by-step process to detail
the purpose of the system. Finally, an approach for measuring how effectively the landmarking
system performs and an experiment designed to measure the system’s performance is laid out. The
last section covers exactly what performance measures were collected and how they were used to
gauge the usefulness of the landmarking system.

4.1. Transformation Method
The method used in the proposed research requires a specific format of data to perform certain
transformations. The restrictions on the format of the data, requiring a time-series numerical data
stream and set of event time stamps, are key to the operation of the process as a whole. Some
approaches are used to modify the provided data streams to enhance the performance of the
method.
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The proposed method applies all transformations put forth by the study. The transformations
include spike conversion, which involves transforming the data set from a data stream with a
continuous range of numerical values to a set of binary values. Additional transformations include
reducing the number of data points considered for training, known as tail length, as well as testing
differing spans of time intervals between the data to be trained on and the event to be predicted,
known as lead times. The final transformation used involves aggregating these data points into
bins of a predefined width.

4.1.1. Transformation Method Input
Input Terminology
D

Continuous single-feature time-series data stream to be used as a leading indicator

GT

Series of time-stamps of events to be predicted by the trained classifier

The instances within the provided time-series data stream each contain a timestamp and
corresponding value. These sets may contain 0 values, however the “Time” column must be
uniform with no missing values. Having no missing values allows the transformation method to
better identify temporal patterns without inconsistent spacing of time-intervals. Formatting of data
streams and backfilling of missing values was not considered part of the core program tested and
was handled through external scripts. Each instance Di consists of a time Di,t and level Di,l.

A data set containing the timings of events to be predicted must be provided in order to train the
classifiers as well as generate performance metrics. After removing any duplicates, the stream of
unique times, each corresponding to a single time within D, are imported as GT. GT is made up of
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individual instances GTi. Partial examples of appropriate supplied D and GT data sets, prior to
removal of GT duplicates, are shown in Figure 2.
DDoS Attack Dates

a)

Daily Twitter Mentions

b)

Figure 2 - Sample GT(a) and D(b) Data Streams

GT is then subdivided into a training set, GTTrain, and a testing set, GTTest, such that:
𝐺𝑇#$%&' ∪ 𝐺𝑇#)*+ ≤ 𝐺𝑇

(1)

after removal of duplicate event dates. In order to train the classifiers using GTTrain both positive,
𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&' , and negative, 𝐺𝑇0)1%+&/) #$%&' , event instances must exist within the data set such
that:
𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&' + 𝐺𝑇 0)1%+&/) #$%&' = 𝐺𝑇#$%&'

(2)

Having close to a 1:1 ratio between positive and negative occurrences in GTTrain is preferred in
order to avoid generating a biased classifier (Kubat & Matwin, 1997). Therefore, simply using all
dates not contained in 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&' as negative occurrences, although valid, was not the chosen
method for the experiment. The approach taken for the purpose of the research is to calculate a
time centrally positioned between each 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',& , 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',&67 timestamp pair where:
𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',& = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖 +> 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑒𝑡
𝐺𝑇0)1%+&/) #$%&',& = G

(3)

𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',& + 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',&67
2

(4)

∀ 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&' 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 ≠ 𝑖 + 1
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These times are used as the 𝐺𝑇0)1%+&/) #$%&' for training purposes so as to provide maximum
disparity between the spike profiles of positive and negative occurrences. The process of creating
an equal number of positive and negative GTTrain events is referred to as leveling the training set.
In the case of a 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',& , 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',&67 pair occurring at sequential times, no negative
event is generated and the 𝐺𝑇-.*&+&/) #$%&',&67 event is removed.

The process for creating the negative events of GTTest involves simply labeling every time instance
not contained within the provided event set as a negative occurrence. The creation of these negative
occurrences is done under the assumption that the provided GT is complete for the associated span
of time contained. GTTest cannot have empty or irregular time-intervals in order to allow the
classifier to test on each time instance in sequence.

4.1.2. Spike Transformation
The first transformation applied to each data stream is a conversion from the individual raw values,
referred to as Di,l, to individual “spikes”, referred to as Pi. The most basic application of the spike
transformation utilizes the formula:
1 𝑖𝑓 𝐷&,Q ≥ 𝑠𝜎 + 𝜇
𝑃& = O
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,

(5)

where s is sensitivity or number of standard deviations and σ is the standard deviation of the values
of Dl and µ is the mean of Dl in the training set. The transformation to spikes is meant to clarify
patterns of abnormally high values in the data set and reduce the raw values to a set of binary
values, resulting in a simplified training process. An example of an application of the spike
transformation and the resulting pattern clarification are shown in Figure 3.
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Spike Value

1

b)

0

Figure 3 - Sample Spike Transformation before (a) and after (b) at s = 1

The spike transformation is also used to normalize values across multiple data sets, allowing for
easier inclusion of additional data streams and potential cross-set transformations such as
combining spikes with matching time-stamps. The transformation may be modified through
varying the number of standard deviations (σ), referred to as sensitivity s, above the mean
necessary for a value to be transformed into a “spike”, as well as testing numerical transformations
on values based on how many standard deviations over the mean they are.

4.1.3. Determining Tail Length and Lead Time
Further transformations to be tested include adjusting the number of data points included in each
training set, referred to as Tail Length (TL) and testing the method over a variety of lead times (N),
the number of data points prior to the event being predicted at which the training set concludes.
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The lead time parameter is illustrated in Figure 4 as N and allows a classifier to train on patterns
occurring greater than 1-time interval prior to an event.

Figure 4 - Lead Time Profiles

TL is varied as a parameter of the transformation method to determine the minimum amount of
data to be included while improving predictive performance. In addition to the specified tail length
TL, the value of the lead time N for a given test affects which data points are analyzed leading up
to an event time. For N = 1, the spike profile used to train consists of the data points immediately
preceding the event time. If N > 1, the spike profile must be shifted to account for the gap between
the event to be predicted and the time at which a prediction is generated.

4.1.4. Creating Binned Spike Profiles
Once the data stream has been subsetted into TL length training sets with lead time N, the spikes
are aggregated into a set number of bins (Bi), where i = bin location in array. The width of each
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bin, A, is another parameter of the transformation method which was varied in testing. All Pi within
the bin are summed following the formula:
X&

𝐵& =

W

𝑃&

(6)

&Y76X(&[7)

to generate the value of Bi, which is then appended to the training set. An example transformation
using the parameters in Table 1 is shown in Figure 5.

Table 1 - Sample Transformation Parameters

Parameter
TL
A

Value
8
4

Figure 5 - Spike Binning Transformation Example

Because the generation of Bi’s relies on the aggregated values at each time stamp, only factors of
TL are used as values of A in the testing process. The process of binning Pi’s into Bi’s to construct
a spike profile B with length

#]
X

is repeated for every value in GTTrain and GTTest.
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The binning process is meant to both reduce the number of features required to train a classification
engine, as well as expose underlying trends or patterns in the training data. The bins are expected
to capture irregular patterns in a form more useful for classification than raw values would. Within
a given pattern, activity at a particular point in time may matter less than activity over a span of
time, which a bin captures.

The binning process also holds a distinct advantage over total aggregation of a training set through
maintaining temporal patterns. An example of how a pattern may be lost through aggregation is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Maintaining Temporal Patterns: Transformation Method vs Aggregation

As shown through the conversion of the three subsetted data streams to feature sets, total
aggregation views all data streams identically while binning maintains the temporal patterns while
reducing the number of features.
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Table 2 shows an example of two consecutive instances that could be contained in GTTest, along
with the values of each feature of these instances both before and after their spike values have been
binned using A = 2.

Table 2 - Sample Consecutive GTTest Instances Before and After Binning

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Event

0
1

1
0

0
0

0
1

1
1

1
1

1
0

0
0

1
0
Event
1
0

F1
1
1

F2
0
1

F3
2
2

F4
1
0

4.1.5. Transformation Process Overview
A process to identify the best set of transformation parameters is shown in Figure 7 and functions
through being provided with both a time-series data set D as well as a set of event times known as
the ground truth GT. The GT is then leveled resulting in an equal number of positive and negative
events to provide an unbiased training set, after which transformations are applied to Dl, the values
of D, based on the timing of both the positive and negative events in GT. The transformations
involve first converting the time-series values into a binary set using the spike transformation. The
tail length TL and lead time LT are then used to subset the data and adjust the number of data points
used for each event prediction. The values are then aggregated into bins Bi containing a predefined
number of data points A as a reduction technique to create both a training and testing set to be used
for classifier testing.
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Figure 7 - Transformation System Overview

After all transformations have been performed, the transformed training sets are used to train a
classifier using the GTTrain event set. After training, the classifier is then used to predict events. In
the case of the testing process, the events being predicted are those contained in GTTest. Each timeinterval of GTTest is used to create a unique training set based on the defined transformation
parameters. The training set is then used by the trained classifier to create a prediction of whether
the time-interval in question contains an event. Performance is then measured based on how well
the classifier performs over the entirety of GTTest.
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4.2. Transformation Method Experimentation
The following sections cover in detail how the data used to test the proposed transformation
method and landmarking system was generated. Performance metrics were gathered through the
process’s predictive accuracy when trained on all points of each generated GTTest. Methods for
reducing the number of generation parameters through a screening experiment and levels at which
these parameters must be tested through a limit experiment are discussed. The approach to testing
the transformation process used in the study is explained, as well as how the transformation process
was tested on a real data stream for validation of the proposed method. The effectiveness of the
proposed process when tested on real data was measured by performance improvement compared
to when no spike transformation is applied and A = 1, representing the raw values.

4.2.1. Data Set Generation
In order to test the developed transformation method, testing data sets were generated using a
known set of parameters. These parameters will allow for analysis of the effects of particular
variables on the method’s ability to detect and utilize patterns. The effect of each of these
generation parameters were analyzed through a screening experiment to allow for the elimination
of any parameters with little effect or no further value to the research being conducted. Following
the screening experiment, a limit experiment was conducted with the purpose of establishing
effective upper and lower values at which to test the generation parameters.

4.2.1.1. Data Set Generation Procedure
A controlled experiment was conducted to determine how well the transformation process
performs at detecting unique pattern types using data sets and ground truth sets with varied
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characteristics. The experiment first involved generating GT event sets with different distributions
as to when and how often events occur. By testing on a variety of GTs determining limitations or
highest performing event distributions in terms of prediction accuracy of the generated classifiers
is possible. For each of the GTs, multiple D data sets were generated containing different predictive
patterns and noise levels in Dl. By testing on multiple Ds for each GT, features of Dl and the
contained patterns may be altered and their effects on predictive performance measured.

Artificial GTs were generated to allow for performance testing of the developed method on a
variety of event distributions and frequencies. Each artificial GT was generated by applying a
probability distribution over a specified span of time to determine the likelihood of each time stamp
containing an event. The parameters affecting the GT set are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 - GT Generation Parameters

Parameter
GTTL
GTDist
GTProb
GTFP

Description
Time intervals covered by GT
Probability distribution of an event occurring on a given
day
Average likelihood of an event across the entire GT

Test Values
50, 100, 200, 500
Uniform, Sine

Likelihood of any generated event being a “false
positive”

.10, .25, .50

.05, .10, .20

The number of points in time considered for the GT is determined by the value of GTTL. The
frequency of GT events and their distribution along the length of the GT are determined by GTProb
and GTDist. GTProb is a probability distribution spanning the length of the entire GT. The probability
distribution determines the likelihood of any data point within GT being an event, which is
dependent on where the data point falls with relation to the start and end of the GT.
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GTProb determines the mean probability of GTDist, providing a way of estimating the number of
events to be generated based on the equation:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝑇 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ≈ 𝐺𝑇#a × 𝐺𝑇-$.c

(7)

In addition to the generated GT events, a certain number of negative events are created to generate
uncertainty amongst the GT set. Each negative event is included in the GT when the predictive
pattern is applied to D, but then removed prior to testing. Following the given procedure, the
predictive pattern appears in D, but the corresponding event does not exist. GTFP is the probability
that any generated event is treated as a negative event. Using these artificial GTs allows for a set
of controllable parameters to be varied in order to determine the effect of various factors on
predictive performance.

From each of these artificial GTs multiple test data sets D are generated. The generated Dl contains
a specified number of data points which follow either a Uniform or Normal distribution. Because
the process functions through detecting anomalous values based on standard deviation, the specific
mean and standard deviation of each data set does not affect performance. Each artificial D
contains a defined pattern occurring prior to each event contained in the associated GT.
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The parameters contained in Table 4 control the generation of the base data points contained in Dl
as well as many of the characteristics of the pattern applied.

Table 4 - D Generation Parameters

Param
DPattern
DPatternType
DAmp
DDur
DLT
DRand
DDist

Description
Predictive pattern used
How the predictive pattern is applied
Size of generated pattern spikes in
standard deviations
Number of data points over which
predictive pattern is applied
Number of data points prior to event
at which predictive pattern ends
Chance of each spike in a given
pattern occurring in D
Likelihood distribution used to
generate values between [0,100]

Sample Values
Upward, Downward, V
Magnitude, Probability
.5, 1, 2
5,10,25
1,3,5
.25, .5, .75, 1
Uniform, Normal

DDist determines the random distribution applied to the base values generated for Dl before any
predictive pattern is applied. The distribution determines how many “spikes” naturally occur
within the data set, with a uniform distribution producing ~16% spikes and normal distribution
producing ~29% spikes at s = 1. DPattern is the predictive pattern applied to each event.

Table 5 describes the distributions defined by DPattern. The patterns are used to create spikes during
generation of each artificial D using the defined parameters. Each of these distributions produce a
probability curve spanning DDur. The probability distributions of each DPattern allow for
controllable variation between patterns within the same data set.
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Table 5 - DPattern Values

DPattern

Shape

Upward

Linear Slope

Downward

Linear Slope

V

2xLinear Slope

Probability of Spike at 𝑫𝑮𝑻𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 𝒊6𝒋,𝒕 while 0 ≤ j ≤ DDur
1
𝑃 m𝐷n#opqrs r6t,+ u =
∗𝑗
𝐷vw$
1
𝑃 m𝐷n#opqrsr6t,+ u = 1 −
∗𝑗
𝐷vw$
2
𝐷vw$
⎧2 −
∗ 𝑗 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 = [1:
]
𝐷vw$
2
𝑃 m𝐷n#opqrsr 6t,+ u =
⎨ 2 ∗ 𝑗 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 = (𝐷vw$ : 𝐷 ]
vw$
⎩𝐷vw$
2

Figure 8 shows each of the values of DPattern listed in Table 5 as they would appear applied to a
sample data set D.

Figure 8 - DPattern Samples

DAmp controls a multiplier determining the amplitude of the predictive pattern being used. The
value of DAmp sets the number of standard deviations of each spike leading up to an event. A
sample of what two patterns applied using different values of DAmp may look like in the same D
are shown in Figure 9.

a)

b)

Figure 9 - Sample Patterns Applied at DAmp = 1 (a) & DAmp = 4 (b)
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DDur determines pattern duration by specifying the number of data points over which the predictive
pattern is applied prior to each event. Examples of two different values of DDur are shown in Figure
10.

b)

a)

Figure 10 - Sample Patterns Applied at DDur = 6 (a) & DDur = 10 (b)

DLT defines the lead time of each pattern, or the number of data points prior to each event that the
predictive pattern ends. DLT should always correlate with a best lead time for event prediction.

DRand creates variability within the predictive patterns. DRand is a likelihood that any given point in
a pattern occurrence is not generated. If not generated, the value is left as the original generated
value of the given point.

Table 6 defines the methods through which the distribution defined by DPattern is used to apply a
pattern to the given data stream, referred to as DPatternType.

Table 6 - DPatternType Values

DPatternType
Magnitude
Probability

Description
P(Di) used as multiplier for amplitude of spike, defined by DAmp, occurring
at point i
P(Di) used as probability of spike occurring at point i
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The first DPatternType method is magnitude, in which case the pattern value determined by DPattern at
a given point defines the amplitude of the spike occurring at the specified point. In the case of a
magnitude pattern, each spike has a 100% chance of occurring, but the amplitude of each spike
will vary. The second DPatternType value is probability, in which case the values generated by the
DPattern applied determine the likelihood of a spike occurring at a given point. In the case of a
probability pattern, each spike with either occur with full amplitude or not occur at all. The two
methods are meant to simulate two drastically different pattern types for each of the three possible
DPattern distributions. Examples of the two values of DPatternType used in the experiment are shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - DPatternType Sample

Figure 12 shows a sample GT generated using the parameters specified in Table 7. The total GT
set contains 252 days spanning 2016-04-23 to 2016-12-30. The sine probability curve GTDist is
shown as a black line in Figure 12. Because the curve determines the probability of an event being
generated on each given day, a clear grouping of events forms near each peak in the curve. The
GTProb of .05 results in 13 of the 252 days creating GT events, roughly 5.2% of all possible days.
The GTFP rate of .1 causes 1 of these 13 events to be classified as a false positive to be used for
pattern generation but not as a positive event in testing.
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Table 7 - Sample GT Parameter Values

Parameter
GTTL
GTDist

Description
252 days

GTProb
GTFP

.05
.1

𝑆𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 =

𝐺𝑇#a
4

Figure 12 - Sample Event Distribution using GTProb = .05 & GTDist = Sine

Figure 13 shows another sample GT generated using the parameters shown in Table 7 but using a
uniform GTDist instead of sinusoidal. As shown by the event spacing in Figure 13, altering the
GTDist value to uniform removes the clustering of events and creates more even spacing between
event occurrences.

Figure 13 - Sample Event Distribution using GTProb = .05 & GTDist = Uniform
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Figure 14 shows the raw values of a Dl set used with the GT generated in Figure 12. The data set
is generated using the GTL and DDist values shown in Table 8. The GTL value directly determines
the number of data points contained in D.

Table 8 - Sample D Parameters

Parameter
DDist
DPattern
DPatternType
DAmp
DDur
DLT
DRand

Description
Uniform
Upward
Probability
1
50
1
.25

Generated Value

GT Event Times
150
100
50
0

Figure 14 - Generated D Raw Values

Generated Value

GT Event Times
150
100
50
0

Figure 15 - Generated D with Pattern Applied
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The DDist specified creates the Uniform distribution of values between [0,100] seen in Figure 14
with no discernable pattern. These data points then have the pattern defined by DPattern, DAmp, DDur,
DLT, and DRand applied. As defined in Table 8, a DPattern value of Upward and DPatternType of
Probability result in a pattern of increasing spike likelihood until the provided event time. The
pattern is defined to be 50 data points long, with a spike amplitude of 1 standard deviation, a lead
time of 1 day, and a 25% chance of any given spike within the pattern not occurring. The D set
shown in Figure 15 has the pattern described applied, seen as higher values prior to GT events
including the negative event.

GT/D pairs generated using the method shown above determine exactly how well the method
performs when provided with different patterns and base data sets. The results of the testing
performed on these data sets were used to draw final conclusions on the abilities and limitations
of the transformation process.

4.2.1.2. Feature Screening Experiment
A fractional-factorial screening experiment meant to capture all primary as well as 2 and 3 factor
interactions was conducted with the intent of filtering out insignificant data generation parameters
for removal from further testing. In addition to removing insignificant factors, the remaining
factors were used to create the landmarking set used in the landmarking system testing. The factors
and levels examined in the experiment are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9 - Screening Generation Parameters

Factor

Number of Levels

Low

High

Ground Truth Characteristics
GTTL

2

600

1200

GTDist

2

Sinusoidal

Uniform

GTProb

2

2%

10%

GTFP

2

0%

10%

Data Stream/Pattern Characteristics
DAmp
2

2

4

DDur

2

5

20

DLT

2

1

5

DRand

2

0%

5%

DDist

2

Sinusoidal

Uniform

DPattern

3

DPatternType

2

Downward
Magnitude

Upward

V
Probability

For each of these parameters, a statistically significant effect resulting in an average effect of >5%
change on F-Score, precision or recall of the generated classifiers resulted in consideration for
landmarking and included in the final experiment. Because DPattern was the only parameter tested
at 3 values, the effect of varying between any 2 of these levels on the F-Score of the overall process
was examined. The transformation parameter values tested in the screening experiment are shown
in Table 10.
Table 10 - Screening Transformation Parameters

Parameter
TailLength TL

Experiment Values
10, 20, 30

BinSize A

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 15, 30

LeadTime N

1, 5

Sensitivity s

0.0 (No Spike Transform), 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Classifier Type type

Tree, Bayes, KNN, SVM
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The range of transformation values such as Tail Length and Lead Time are meant to provide the
process with the capability to correctly capture all generated predictive patterns. Bin Size values
are determined to test every possible bin size at each tail length and allow for generation of results
under both total aggregation and raw value conditions. Sensitivity is currently the only
transformation parameter with an unclear range of effective values, and what interval size is
appropriate, so test values were selected to test the widest range currently believed to be applicable
and were confirmed in later experiments.

A standard t-test was used to generate a p-value which determined the statistical significance of
each parameter’s effect on system-level performance. A Pearson’s correlation coefficient was
calculated to measure the strength of the correlation between the parameter and process response.
The results of the experiment will provide the P-Value and estimated coefficient examining the
relationship between each data generation parameter and the average F-Score of the overall
system. The experiment utilized 3,084 unique data stream/ground truth pairs to capture each
combination, resulting in a total of ~1,500,000 unique test results after testing all feasible
transformation parameter sets.

4.2.1.3. Initial Transformation Method Testing
Once the total enumeration required for the screening experiment was complete, an initial
observation on the value of the transformation method was made. A brief analysis was conducted
to determine how the transformation method performed in terms of production of the top
performing transformation/classifier set when compared to the baseline method as well as
aggregation of the total training set into a single value. The relative performance of the
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transformation method was assessed to validate the performance gains shown so far before
continuing to the limit experiment.

4.2.1.4. Feature Limit Experiment
The purpose of the limit experiment, following successful completion of the screening experiment,
was to determine appropriate test values for the generation parameters being tracked through the
landmarking features. Factors found to have a statistically insignificant effect on the performance
of the generated classifiers were held constant while those found to have a significant 2-factor
interaction with the parameter being tested were varied for that particular experiment. Each of the
parameters being tracked through landmarking were tested at a wide range of values until the effect
the parameter has on the F-Score of the overall system became stable. Test values were then
determined which capture the parameter at values which have a known, unchanging effect on
performance. The effect of a higher or lower value of the data generation parameter can be inferred
based on the slope equation of the nearest value tested.

In addition to determining the appropriate limit for landmark associated generation parameters,
limit testing was also conducted for the sensitivity (s) transformation parameter. Using the data
generated for the screening experiment, the effect of sensitivity (s) on the average F-Score of the
process was examined to determine what range of values to use for the further experiments.

4.2.2. Transformation Method Testing
Classifier performance was calculated based on the algorithm’s ability to correctly classify each
unique time interval provided in GTTest as either positive for containing an event or negative for
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not containing an event. The performance of the method was compared to baseline performance
metrics.

The baseline metric was provided by testing against the method run using the transformation
parameters contained in Table 11. The baseline using these metrics determined whether the
transformation process yields any noticeable difference over using the raw data value set in terms
of classifier performance.
Table 11- Raw Values Transformation Parameters

Parameter
s
TL
A

Value
No spike transformation is performed when generating baseline
Max TL included in the transformation parameters tested
1

The baseline metric was compared to the best result yielded by a total enumeration of all
transformation parameters tested with the transformation system. The testing range of s for total
enumeration testing was [0,2] to cover a range converting ~50% to ~2.3% of instances to spikes,
assuming the values of D follow a normal distribution. The hypothesis was that converting less
than ~2.3% of instances to spikes would not provide sufficient dissimilarity of Bi’s within binned
spike profiles for training of a classifier. The range of test values used for TL were determined using
the equation:
[0,50] 𝑖𝑓 𝐺𝑇#$%&',7 − 𝐷7,7 − 𝑁 ≥ 50
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑇a = O
[0, 𝐺𝑇#$%&',7 − 𝐷7,7 − 𝑁]
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(8)

where N is the lead time value being tested. The test set for A at each value TL contained all factors
of TL in order to maximize the range of the test set while retaining useable values for A. The total
enumeration test produced the highest performing classifier possible within the given range of
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values and showed how far from maximum performance the final result selected by the
landmarking system was in terms of F-Score.

After each competed iteration of classification using the proposed transformation process and a
specific set of transformation parameter values the responses were recorded for comparison against
later transformation and classifier combinations. Once every specified transformation/classifier
combination was complete, the highest performing combination was returned as output along with
a set of performance metrics.

One metric used to track the performance of each classifier was precision, shown in equation 9.
Precision is a measure of the number of accurate event predictions made compared to the total
number of predictions made, correct or incorrect. The other metric used was recall, shown in
equation 10. Recall is a measure of the number of correct event predictions made weighed by the
total number of events, both predicted and missed by the classifier. Classifier performance was
primarily determined based on the harmonic mean of precision and recall, referred to as the FScore and shown in equation 11. The F-Score provides a means of combining two of the most
informative metrics when comparing classifier performance.

Terminology
True Positive: Event correctly predicted False Positive: Event predicted when none occurred
False Negative: Missed event prediction True Negative: Predicted “no event” correctly
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𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
,
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + # 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
,
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + # 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝐹 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ×

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
.
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(9)

(10)

(11)

The testing to generate an F-Score was based on an 70-30 split of the data set into training and
testing sets based on occurrence of Ground Truth events. The training set contained all time
intervals up to the point at which 70% of ground truth events have occurred, which ensures a
sufficient number of events to be trained and tested on. Testing occurs beginning with the first
time-interval contained in GTTest for which the transformation process creates a prediction of
positive or negative for if the time-interval contains an event. The process was then repeated for
each following point in GTTest. At the end of the testing, the performance of the process was
calculated based on average performance over the entirety of GTTest.

The results of the testing include any statistically significant findings regarding the performance
of the best transformation method versus the baseline method. The final conclusion of the research
also determined whether spike conversion and binning methods are capable of maintaining or
enhancing the predictive value of a time-series data set and what future research could be
conducted with regards to improvement of the final process.

4.2.3. Real Data Validation Experiment
In order to demonstrate that the benefits of the proposed transformation process carry over to realworld application the method was tested on a validation data set. Although the performance of the
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validation test did not conclusively prove or disprove the value of the method, the experiment
provided a means of testing some of the conclusions produced from the testing of the method on
generated data.

The data stream (D) used for the experiment was an aggregated daily count of tweets containing
both the name of a specific entity, referred to as KNOX, and at least one malicious keyword. The
malicious keywords used to create the set came from a collection of 50 words determined to have
significant correlation with cyber-attacks within 2016. The data set D contained counts for all dates
from 3/3/2016 to 12/31/2016.

The ground truth (GT) used in the experiment was a record of DDoS attack occurrence dates
against a known target. The GT file was split following the 70-30 guideline to provide 14 training
attack and 5 test attack dates. The ground truth file contained attack dates ranging from 5-5-2016
to 12-29-2016.

The classifiers used in the test were a C4.5 decision tree and a support vector machine (SVM).
Both algorithms were trained using their default parameters as defined in the WEKA package. No
alterations were made to the parameters of these classifiers as the experiment required consistency
across all runs.

Baseline results were generated using the parameter values specified in Table 11 in order to
determine performance without the application of any transformation or feature reduction methods
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or using total aggregation. The parameter values tested in the transformation runs are shown in
Table 12.
Table 12 - Test Parameter Values

Parameter
s
TL
N
A

Values
.5, 1
10, 20, 30, 40
1, 3, 5
2, 5, 10

The results gathered from the experiment include the F-Score, Precision, and Recall of the baseline
transformation set as well as the performance of these methods at each combination of
transformation parameters contained in Table 12. Based on the results, any performance increase
gained through the application of the transformation process were made apparent and were
compared against the baseline results.

4.3. Landmarking System
The strategy that the proposed system uses for selecting a high performing set of transformation
parameters involves generating landmarks. Landmarks are the landmarking system values of each
D/GT set on which the system has been tested. The goal of recording landmarks is to build a
knowledge base through which the landmarking system may determine transformation values
which were effective on a D/GT pair similar to a new D/GT which the system has not tested prior.
The hypothesis was that utilizing a transformation parameter set that was found to be useful on
similar data would yield higher than average performance when compared against all
transformation parameter sets tested. Selecting a classifier based on performance on a similar data
set has been shown to be effective for parameter selection for classifiers (Reif et al., 2011;Syarif,
Prugel-Bennett, & Wills, 2016). If the system performed as expected, a high performing
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transformation for a given D/GT could be determined while testing only a small portion of the total
possible transformations that could be applied.

4.3.1. Identifying Landmark System Features
The meta features used to differentiate D/GT combinations, or landmarking features, were
determined based on both their ability to be calculated using the D/GT pair without requiring
extensive preprocessing as well as their correlation with the F-Score and values of transformation
parameters. Once the screening experiment was completed, the generation parameters which had
the greatest effect on the F-Score of the system were considered as candidates for being
landmarked using a landmarking parameter. The generation parameters selected were then reduced
to only those generation parameters which are likely to be capable of being predetermined through
minimal processing. The remaining generation parameters were then tested against multiple metafeatures of Dl and GT for strong correlation. Correlation indicated if a given meta-feature could
potentially be used to estimate the generation parameter value of a provided D or GT. The metafeatures with the strongest correlation were then incorporated into the system as landmarking
features.

For each landmarking feature selected through the process, a correlation with the F-Score verified
that variation of the landmarking feature affects system performance in the same way as the
associated generation parameter. A correlation with the best transformation parameter set showed
that the landmarking feature affects what set of transformations produce the highest performing
result from the given D/GT. These tests determined whether using these landmarking feature
values to search for a nearest landmark yields a high performing transformation to apply to a D/GT.
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4.3.2. Landmarking System Functionality
A landmark is defined as a combination of a set of landmarking feature values associated with a
specific D/GT pair. Each landmark is stored along with every transformation set tested, as well as
the performance achieved with each transformation set, in the knowledge base of the landmarking
system. Once a set of transformation parameters have been found effective when applied to a D/GT
pair yielding a particular set of landmarking feature values, the same transformation set is expected
to yield comparable performance when tested on D/GT combinations with similar landmarking
feature values.

The closest landmark to the provided D/GT pair is determined by a Linear Nearest Neighbors
search algorithm. The algorithm determines the closest match based on the linear distance of the
values of each feature provided. The values of the landmarking features of the knowledge base as
well as the D/GT being tested are normalized from [0,1] to ensure equal weighting of landmarking
values by the KNN algorithm. A sample landmarking search, with the resulting landmark match
underlined and the corresponding set of top performing transformation values, is shown in Table
13. In the example, the transformation parameters of Test Instance have been matched to the
nearest landmark. An overview of the landmarking system is shown in Figure 16.
Table 13 - Sample KNearestNeighbors Landmark Search

Test Instance
Landmark 1
Landmark 2

Landmarking Features
L1
L2
L3
5
2
1
2
4
5
5
1
1

Transformation Parameters
T1
T2
T3
5
4
3
2
1
2
5
4
3
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Figure 16 - Landmarking System Overview

For each set of landmarking feature values, there may be multiple landmarks each paired with their
unique transformation parameters and the resulting F-Score of using that particular transformation
set. Using the data provided, the system may find a nearest neighbor landmark and calculate which
transformation parameter values resulted in the highest F-Score when applied. A sample
knowledge base containing 2 unique landmarking feature sets with 2 transformation parameter sets
each is shown in Table 14.
Table 14 - Sample Landmarking Knowledge Base

Landmarking Features
L1
L2
2
4
2
4
5
1
5
1

L3
5
5
1
1

Transformation Parameters
T1
T2
T3
2
1
2
3
3
1
6
3
2
4
2
2

Response
F-Score
.80
.58
.79
.54
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The total number of landmarks utilized by the system is specified as LN. The number of top
performing transformation combination sets tested for each nearest landmark is determined by the
parameter LMax. The total of transformation sets the landmarking system tests in a single run is
given by the equation:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐿0 × 𝐿‹%Œ

(12)

For example, using the landmarking parameter values given in Table 15 would result in the
landmarking system determining the three closest landmarks based on landmarking feature values
to the D/GT provided and testing both the transformation set with the highest F-Score as well as
the transformation set with the second highest F-Score for each closest landmark.
Table 15 - Sample Landmarking System Parameter Values

Parameter Value
LN
3
LMax
2

4.3.3. Landmarking System Performance
The distance from the best transformation set’s performance for a given landmark prediction may
be calculated based on performance percentile when compared with the F-Score of all other
transformation sets tested on the same D/GT. The response of the landmarking system measured
for performance is the F-Score percentile of each D/GT pair tested. In order to calculate the
response, the performance of all transformation sets previously tested on the D/GT pair associated
with a given set of landmarking feature values must be examined. The F-Score percentile for a test
run LD/GT may be calculated using equations 13 and 14.
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Terminology:
𝑭𝑻,𝑫,𝑮𝑻 : 𝐹 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐷, 𝐺𝑇 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑭𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒎𝒂𝒓𝒌 : 𝐹 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝐷, 𝐺𝑇 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
1 𝑖𝑓 𝐹a%'–”%$— > 𝐹#,v,n#
𝐹“.”•%$),#,a%'–”%$— = O
∀𝑇
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝐿™[š“.$) -)$“)'+&Q),v,n# =

∑∀ # 𝐹“.”•%$),#,a%'–”%$—
𝑇œ.w'+

(13)
(14)

where T is a set of transformation parameters and TCount is the total number of test runs conducted
using a given T. The F-Score Percentile is calculated based on the F-Scores of all runs previously
conducted using the same D/GT pair. After running the landmarking system, the highest resulting
F-Score from all landmark transformation sets tested is returned along with the F-Score percentile
when compared to every transformation set previously tested on the same D/GT.

4.3.4. Landmarking System Experiment
Descriptions of the features LN, LMax, and LSplit tested in order to measure their effect on
landmarking system performance are provided in Table 16.
Table 16 - Landmark System Parameters

Parameter Description
LN
Number of unique landmark transformation sets
tested
LMax
Number of transformation sets tested for each
closest landmark
LSplit
Fraction of generated data used for knowledge
base generation
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The set of parameters associated with the landmarking system allow for an assessment of how
factors related to the number of runs conducted and amount of prior knowledge provided affect
the performance of the system.

The number of transformation parameter sets to be tested is defined by the parameter LN. The effect
of varying the value of LN was examined through the experiment. Determining an effective LN
based on a provided data set allows the system to identify whether the potential exists within a
data set to provide predictive value early on and prevent frivolous testing from continuing once a
certain confidence of the classifier’s potential performance is established.

Using the results of the Screening and Limit experiments, a final set of D/GT pairs was generated
for the purpose of testing the proposed landmarking features. The purpose of the final training set
was to test the effectiveness of the landmarking system when trained using the proposed
landmarking features. Once generated, all D/GT pairs were tested using a range of transformation
parameters in order to build a base performance reference from which to calculate F-Score
Percentile for each test run. Testing was completed using a wide enough range of transformation
values to capture any of the patterns to be generated in the data sets based on their duration and
lead time.

Upon completion of data generation and performance testing, the landmarking features were tested
to ensure their significant correlation with the transformation parameters used. The experiment
clarified whether varying the landmarking parameters to the values determined through the limit
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experiment had a significant effect on the highest performing transformation set for a given D/GT
pair.

The generated data was separated into a training set, with which the knowledge base of the
landmarking system was generated, and a testing set. The percentage of the generated data used
for training is defined by the parameter LSplit. LSplit was used in the experiment to determine the
portion of the generated data to be used as a knowledge base. Ordinarily the landmarking system
would be trained on all relevant results available to the user.

The splitting of the total generated data sets was based on unique combinations of landmarking
features, ensuring that no data streams in the testing set would have corresponding matches in the
knowledge base with identical landmark features. Preventing results generated using the same D
parameters, GT parameters, or both from being split into the train and test sets was important to
ensuring that an exact match between landmarking features did not occur. In a real application, the
chance of the provided landmarking features matching exactly would be highly improbable. A
landmark retrieved from the exact D/GT of the testing instance would likely provide unusually
high performance, and would likely simply match with the highest performance transformation set
known to the system for the particular D/GT.
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5. Results and Discussion
Section 5 shows the results of the Screening, Limit and Landmarking Experiment as detailed in
the Methodology. The resulting information gained from conducting these experiments and
analyzing their results was sufficient to determine which features were appropriate to use as
landmarks and at what levels they should be tested to fully understand their effect on performance
of the transformation process. The final section analyzes the performance of the landmarking
system and the effects of the associated parameters.

5.1. Screening Experiment
The purpose of the screening experiment was to determine which factors have a significant effect
on the F-Score, precision and recall of the trained classifiers when a specified set of transformation
values are used. The primary effects detected through the experiment are shown in Table 17. The
effects of each parameter are significant with a > 99% certainty on the F-Score, precision, and
recall with the exception of GTDist on precision. However, the effects of many of these parameters
on each response variable are of insignificant magnitude, such as DPattern causing an average change
of less than 1% when varied from a value of upward to v. Therefore, in addition to screening out
the parameter changes which have no statistically significant impact, any parameters which fail to
result in a change of >5% in any response variable, shown underlined in Table 17, were deemed
insignificant.
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Table 17 - Screening Generation Parameters Results

F-Score
Factor

Low

High

Precision

Recall

P-Val Avg. Effect P-Val Avg. Effect P-Val Avg. Effect

Ground Truth Characteristics
GTTL

600

GTDist

1200

0.00

1.98

0.00

1.62

0.00

8.10

Sinusoidal Uniform

0.00

5.05

0.60

-0.01

0.00

1.78

GTProb

2%

10%

0.00

14.80

0.00

5.45

0.00

-17.16

GTFP

0%

10%

0.00

-5.58

0.00

-1.33

0.00

-2.83

Data Stream/Pattern Characteristics
DAmp

2

4

0.00

8.74

0.00

2.22

0.00

5.10

DDur

5

20

0.00

-0.47

0.00

-2.52

0.00

-5.31

DLT

1

5

0.00

4.45

0.00

2.90

0.00

9.31

DRand

0%

5%

0.00

-1.94

0.00

-0.70

0.00

-2.87

DDist

Sinusoidal Uniform

0.00

5.05

0.00

-0.31

0.00

1.78

DPattern

Down

Up

0.00

-1.13

0.00

-1.17

0.00

-2.13

DPattern

Down

V

0.00

-1.08

0.00

-0.92

0.00

-2.78

DPattern

Up

V

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.25

0.00

-0.35

DPatternType

Magnitude

Probability 0.00

1.07

0.00

-1.86

0.00

-0.63

DRand, DPattern, and DPatternType were the 3 factors found through the analysis to have no significant
impact on the F-Score of the overall system and were therefore removed from consideration as
potential parameters for creating landmarking features. Although GTFP does have a significant
single factor interaction with average F-Score, the negative impact has little impact on the other
parameters. Generating negative pattern instances was hypothesized and confirmed to negatively
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impact performance. The factor however holds no significant value warranting further testing.
GTFP will therefore not be considered for the creation of a landmarking feature.

In addition to testing each factor’s individual impact on the performance of the transformation
method, the effects on the average F-Score caused by 2-factor interaction of the parameters were
recorded and are shown in Table 18. The purpose of analyzing the 2-factor interaction was that
any factor which significantly interacts with a factor to be varied must also be varied to accurately
capture performance effects on the process.
Table 18 - 2-Factor Interaction of Generation Parameters

All factors above which have a 2-factor interaction >4%, including GTProb, DDuration, DAmp, DLead,
and DPattern, were varied for testing of the parameters with which they have a significant interaction.
Factors lacking a significant interaction may still be varied for the purpose of creating additional
replications for each generation parameter set.
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5.2. Initial Transformation Method Performance
Based on the results of the total enumeration testing, the limits and effects of all parameters of the
transformation process are better understood. In terms of specific transformation values, the
transformation method seems to excel in less noisy data sets with fewer training instances. When
Dl begins to have a higher number of spikes naturally occurring in the data set, as determined by
DDist = Uni, the highest performing binning transformation requires far smaller bins resulting in a
training set more similar to the raw values provided. Additionally, the smaller the number of data
points in D and fewer event occurrences the more likely an s level >0 is to yield the highest
performing transformation set. These results suggest that the less data available for classifier
training and the lower the noise and pattern amplitude of the data set the more likely the
transformation process is to outperform the raw values.

Figure 17 shows for what percentage of all D/GT pairs tested each of the 3 methods examined

# of Times Method
Produced Best
Classifier

produced the best performing transformation/classifier combination.

Highest Performing Transformation
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

54%
40%
7%
Proposed System

Raw Values

Aggregation

Figure 17 - Total Enumeration Test - Best Method
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Raw values represent when a bin size of 1 and no spike transformation were used. Aggregation
represents when the tail length (TL) selected was equal to the bin size (A). The transformation
method being tested produced the highest performing result 14% more often than the raw values
and 47% more frequently than aggregation.

The improvement gained by utilizing the transformation method in the cases where the method
produced the highest performing transformation is shown in Figure 18. In cases were the
transformation method yielded the highest performing transformation, the improvement gained

% Improvement in FScore

was greater than 50% over the F-Score produced by the raw values and aggregation feature sets.

Improvement by Utilizing Transformation
Method over...
100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

60%

66%

Raw Values

Aggregation

Figure 18 - F-Score Improvement from use of Transformation Method

The results of the observation suggest that the proposed transformation method produces a higher
performing result than either training on the raw values or the aggregated value of the training set
for at least 50% of the data sets provided. The results also show that when the transformation
method produces the best performing feature set, it is by a wide margin of performance.

5.3. Landmark Selection
Table 19 shows the results of the screening experiment for features which are predeterminable for
the system. As detailed in the methodology, these features are capable of having an accurate value
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calculated with minimal processing of the provided data stream and ground truth. In addition to
being predeterminable, each of these parameters has a > 5% effect on at least one response of the
system, indicating that a change in the value of each parameter may be used to predict a significant
change in system output.
Table 19 - Predeterminable Features

Term
GTTL

P-Value
0.00

Response
Recall

Effect %
8.10%

GTDist

0.00

F-Score

5.05%

GTProb

0.00

F-Score

14.8%

DAmp

0.00

F-Score

8.74%

DDist

0.00

F-Score

5.05%

Some of these parameters, such as GTTL and GTProb, can be calculated directly from the provided
data stream and ground truth. The parameters GTDist, DDist, and DAmp, required the development of
a correlated landmarking feature because they cannot be easily extracted from the data sets without
significant processing or prior knowledge. To attempt to predict the values of these parameters,
characteristics of D and GT were extracted and tested for correlation with the original parameters.
For testing of each proposed landmarking feature, 24 D or GT files were created, with 12 at each
level of the parameter with which the landmark feature is being tested.

The characteristics to be tested for correlation with each of the listed key parameters are coefficient
of variation (equation 15), spikiness (equation 16), and NRange (equation 17). Coefficient of
variation is calculated for each data set as:
𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐷) =

𝜎(𝐷)
𝜇(𝐷)

(15)
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The use of the coefficient of variation allows for a metric reporting the ratio of the standard
deviation to the mean, which is inherently normalized across data sets consisting of different
average values. The measure is expected to accurately display the “noisiness” of the data set, which
was hypothesized to correlate well with all parameters being investigated.

Spikiness is a measure of the number and severity of the outliers within a data set. Spikiness is
meant to capture how drastic the outliers in a data set are and weigh data points which fall a
substantial distance from the mean heavily. Spikiness is calculated as:
1 𝑖𝑓𝐷& > 𝑎 × 𝜎v + 𝜇v
𝑃& = O
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,
𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐷) =

∑•%Y7 𝑎 × 𝑃&
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝐷)

(16)

Equation 16 multiplies the number of data points above a given threshold by the number of
standard deviations that they lie above the mean of the data set.

NRange was used as a normalized method of capturing the range of each data set. The equation
for NRange is:
𝑁𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝐷) =

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐷&,Q ¡ − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐷&,Q )
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐷&,Q )

(17)

5.3.1. GTDist Landmark
In order to create a landmarking feature which accurately captures the value of GTDist without
having to fit a distribution to the data points contained in GT, the spacings of the contained event
timings were examined as a data set. Prior to testing, the assumption was that a GT data set’s event
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spacing when following a uniform distribution would have less variance than that of a GT set
generated following a sinusoidal distribution. The system may therefore determine how clustered
an event set is by examining the values of these spacings. Using coefficient of variation allows the
measure to be normalized between data sets with a significantly different GTProb value. The
correlation coefficients of GTDist with each potential landmark are shown in Table 20.
Table 20 - GTDist Landmark Correlation Testing

GTDist

Coeff. Var.

Spikiness

NRange

-0.87

0.49

-0.74

Figure 19 - GTDist Coefficient of Variation Correlation

The strongest correlation was found between GTDist and coefficient of variation. As shown in
Figure 19 the difference in the value of the coefficient of variation for the 2 values of GTDist tested
had no overlap. Coefficient of variation was therefore expected to provide an effective measure
for determining the distribution of events within a GT set without having to calculate a fitted
distribution.

5.3.2. DDist Landmark
Determining a landmarking feature which effectively captures the base distribution used to
generate D relied on capturing what could be called the noisiness of the data set. A value stream
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generated about a uniform distribution will have a much larger portion of data points lying >1
standard deviation away from the mean. The initial assumption was that spikiness, calculated using
equation 16, may be effective for the task as a direct calculation of the number of data points
outside of each sensitivity level, weighted towards the larger outliers. The correlation coefficients
of DDist with each potential landmark are shown in Table 21.
Table 21 - DDist Landmark Correlation Testing

DDist

Coeff. Var.

Spikiness

NRange

-0.57

-0.47

-0.92

Figure 20 - DDist NRange Correlation

The correlation detected between the value of DDist and NRange is shown in Figure 20. With a
correlation coefficient of -0.92, the two variables had a strong negative correlation and NRange
could easily be used to accurately estimate the base distribution of D. Both spikiness and
coefficient of variance also had a negative correlation with DDist, but with a much lower correlation
coefficient leaving more chance of values at each level of DDist to overlap and have a less
significant difference.
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5.3.3. DAmp Landmark
The final landmarking feature developed had to track the amplitude of the patterns in a provided
data stream. The preliminary assumption was again that spikiness may capture DAmp accurately as
the amplitude of a pattern applied directly affects the number of points falling outside different s
levels. The results of the correlation testing of DAmp against the potential landmarking features are
shown in Table 22.
Table 22 - DAmp Landmark Correlation Testing

DAmp

Coeff. Var.

Spikiness

NRange

0.66

-0.38

0.27

Figure 21 - DAmp Coefficient of Variation Correlation

The strongest landmarking feature correlation was once again with coefficient of variation.
Although not as distinct of grouping as the previous two generation parameter/landmark feature
pairs, Figure 21 still shows a very clear separation between the values at each level of DAmp.
Although some minor overlap exists between the values of the coefficient of variation of D, the
separation is statistically significant enough that the landmarking feature may be used effectively.
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5.3.4. Final Landmarking Feature Selection
The features to be used in the training and testing of the landmarking system are listed in Table
23. Each of these features are either a direct calculation of a generation parameter or have shown
to be strongly correlated with a generation parameter. The calculation of each landmarking feature
was conducted prior to the application of any transformations in the finished system.
Table 23 - Final Landmarking Features

Gen. Parameter Landmarking Feature Description
GTTail
GTTail
GTProb

GTProb

GTDist

GTCoVar

DDist

DNRange

DAmp

DCoVar

Correlation Coeff.
1.00
1.00

Coefficient of variation of
event spacings within GT
(Equation 15)
Range of the max and min
values of Dl divided by mean
of Dl (Equation 17)
Coefficient of variation of D
(Equation 15)

-0.87
-0.92
0.66

5.4. Limit Experiment
Prior to conducting a large-scale experiment to test the proposed landmarking system and features,
further testing was conducted to determine the min/max values of the generation parameters which
were being landmarked. The subset of experiments was conducted through varying a generation
parameter over a more extensive range of values than had previously been tested in order to better
understand the parameter’s effect on the F-Score. With a clearer understanding of each of these
variable’s effects, more informed upper and lower testing limits were established where the rate
of change in F-Score levels off or drops to 0. Through variation of generation parameters such as
GTDist, DDur, DDist, DPattern, and DPatternType 8 different replications of generation values were tested
for each of the levels of the particular variable being investigated. For example, in an experiment
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testing the performance of the process on a data set generated using DAmp equal to 3, 8 unique
generated D/GT pairs would be created using that DAmp value.

The data generation values used for level testing are shown in Table 24 and were used for
generation of all data sets for the experiment unless otherwise specified. The transformation values
which remained fixed across all limit testing iterations are shown in Table 25. Maintaining equal
values of N and DLT , the lead time of the pattern applied, ensured that the transformation method
always correctly captured the window of time over which predictive patterns occurred. The same
reasoning applied to the values of TL and DLT, as maintaining 𝑇a ≥ 𝐷a# guaranteed that the full
pattern was captured. A remains varied over a set of feasible values based on the fixed TL. GTFP
and DRand were maintained at a value of 0 as they had no substantial 2-factor interaction with any
of the features being tested in the experiment. In the case of any 2-factor interactions, both levels
of the factor which had a significant interaction with the generation parameter being tested were
run. Running both levels of any significant interactions ensured that the results of the experiment
were representative of the effect of the generation parameter independent of other generation or
transformation parameters.
Table 24 - Limit Experiment Generation Parameters

Parameter
GTTL
GTDist
GTProb
GTFP
DAmp
DDur
DLT
DRand
DDist
DPattern
DPatternType

Fixed Values
3000
Uni, Sine
.1
0
4
5, 20
5
0
Uni, Sine
Down, V
Mag, Prob
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Table 25 - Limit Experiment Transformation Parameters

Parameter
TailLength TL
BinSize A
LeadTime N

Fixed Values
20
1, 5, 10, 20
5

5.4.1. GTTL
In order to better examine the relationship between the value of GTTL and the performance of the
overall system, 32 test iterations were performed for each value of GTTL shown in Table 26. For
the experiment, the levels of s and classifier type were altered to reduce the necessary run time.
Because sensitivity value had no significant interaction with GTTL, the values tested were reduced
to the min (0) and max (3) s values tested prior. Classifier type also showed no significant
interaction with GTTL, so the Bayes Net was kept as the only tested classifier in order to yield the
least negative possible interaction with an increase in GTTL.
Table 26 - Generation & Transformation Parameter Values Used for GTTL Limit Test

Parameter
GTTL

Experiment Values
500, 2000, 3500, 5000, 6500, 8000, 9500

Sensitivity s

0 (No Spike Transform), 3.0

Classifier Type

Bayes

a)

b)

Figure 22a & b - GTTail Limit Testing Results
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The experiment to determine a valid range of testing values for GTTL was initially conducted using
the screening experiment values and extended to larger and smaller values until a consistent slope
was shown in the change in F-Score. The results of the testing are shown in Figure 22a & Figure
22b, where the average F-Score is plotted at different values of GTTail. At the rate of decrease that
the F-Score experiences, the response appears to linearly approach 0 as the value of GTTL
approaches 0. The linear increase in average F-Score as tested seems to start tapering around 5000
and reach a slope of 0 at 7500. Following these results, the maximum limit for further testing has
been set at 7500 to capture the peak of the F-Score improvement and the minimum has been at
1200 to capture a low value for GTTail prior to F-Score dropping to 0.

5.4.2. GTProb
The range of values used for limit testing on GTProb was extended to capture the multiple changes
in slope that the average F-Score encountered as the parameter was varied. The final set of test
values used for the experiment is shown in Table 27.
Table 27 - Generation & Transformation Parameter Values Used for GTProb Limit Test

Parameter
GTProb

Experiment Values
.005, .01, .02, .05, .1, .15, .2, .25, .3, .35

Sensitivity s

0 (No Spike Transform), 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Classifier Type

Tree, SVM, Bayes, KNN

a)

b)

Figure 23a & b - GTProb Limit Testing Results
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256 test iterations were conducted for each value of GTProb shown in Table 27. As shown in Figure
23a & Figure 23b the transformation process managed to capture events down to an average
probability of less than half of a percent, at which point the likelihood of an event occurring drops
to close enough to zero that the classifier begins to predict all negative occurrences. The method
experiences rapid performance improvement from 1%-5%, a lack of improvement from 5%-10%,
and then a linear increase to the limit of where testing ended at 30%. By 30%, the F-Score is
leveling off at which point predicting all positive for events would yield roughly equivalent
performance to what the process is producing. In order to best capture performance across the
values of GTProb in later experiments, 3 testing values were selected for GTProb. The lowest value
was 1%, the minimum value at which the produced classifiers still predict some events. The highest
value tested was 7%, after which the results showed a linear increase until GTProb reaches a value
of 30%, at which point there was severe overlap of predictive patterns between events. A middle
value of 2% was also tested, as the results showed a linear increase in performance from GTProb
values of 1% to 7% and capturing a point along the line provides better feedback as to how the
process performs when provided with scarce events.

5.4.3. DAmp
Range testing on DAmp concluded with the narrowest range of experimental values out of the 3
generation parameters being tested. The F-Score being produced increased linearly from 0 to ~.3
rapidly but leveled off almost immediately. The leveling off observed may be due in part to the
fact that once amplitude has exceeded 3 the pattern spikes being generated are all easily captured
given the range of s values being tested. The DAmp values tested are shown in Table 28.
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Table 28 - Generation & Transformation Parameter Values Used for DAmp Limit Test

Parameter
DAmp

Experiment Values
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Sensitivity s

0 (No Spike Transform), 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Classifier Type

Tree, SVM, Bayes, KNN

a)

b)

Figure 24a & b - DAmp Limit Testing Results

256 test iterations were conducted for each value of DAmp shown in Table 28. As shown in Figure
24a & Figure 24b after a value of 3 has been reached increasing DAmp does little to increase the
performance of the system. From 3 to 1 the performance of the system followed a consistent linear
decrease in F-Score which is expected to drop to 0 rapidly as DAmp approaches 0, as the pattern
approaches the point of having no effect on the data set. Although the upper bound of s is limited
which may affect the test, the assumption was that once the value of DAmp surpasses an upper bound
the classifier can detect the pattern equally as well without the spike transform, potentially even
better. The spike transform is meant to assist to separate a pattern from noise levels of similar
amplitude. Because of the limited range over which DAmp affects F-Score, a maximum limit of 3
and a minimum limit of 1 were set for further testing.
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5.4.4. Sensitivity (s)
Testing was also conducted to determine the effective upper limit of s. As proposed in 6.3.3, the
current assumption was that after a certain level applying the spike transformation yields no
improved performance over simply training on the raw values.

For each value of DAmp tested, a subset consisting of the top 10% highest F-Scores achieved by all
generation and transformation parameter sets tested was created. The F-Scores of the top
performing subset for each value of DAmp are shown in Figure 25. In the figure, each of the FScores achieved are shown as individual points, with the data points which used the spike
transformation (s > 0) differentiated from the data points which were created using the raw data
values (s = 0). The average and standard deviation at each value of DAmp is also plotted as a solid
(s > 0) or dotted (s = 0) line. The analysis was meant to examine at what point the spike
transformation stops being used in the top performing transformation parameter sets tested.

Starting from the lowest value of DAmp tested, the average of the top results created using the spike
transformation never surpasses the average F-Score of the top results created with s = 0. However,
at DAmp = 1 and 2, the highest performing result does utilize the spike transformation. After DAmp =
2 the spike transformation is no longer included in the highest performing transformation.
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DAmp
Figure 25 - Sensitivity Limit Testing Results

At DAmp = 5 the spike transformation no longer lies in the top 5 transformations. These findings
led the max values of the spike transform to be limited to 3, as even at sensitivity = 3 the spike
transform underperformed capturing patterns of DAmp = 3. The results of the test indicate that the
most potential performance benefit from the transformation method was found using data streams
with lower pattern amplitude.

5.4.5. Landmark/Transformation Parameter Correlation
After completion of limit testing on all potential landmarking features, the correlation between the
landmarking values and the highest performing set of transformation values was tested. The test
was meant to ensure that not only do the landmarking features have a significant impact on system
performance, but that they directly affect the best performing level of at least one transformation
value. The statistical significance of these correlations is shown in Table 29a. Each landmarking
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parameter was found to have a significant effect on at least one transformation parameter, while
the value of each transformation parameter was found to be affected by at least one landmarking
value. Due to these findings, all landmarking parameters were utilized in the final system. The
significance of these interaction can be found in Table 29b.
Table 29a & b - Landmark/Transformation P-Value (a) & Correlation Coefficients (b)

Landmark
GT Tail

Classifier Type
0.410

Tail TL
0.001**

BinSize A
0.146

LeadTime LT
0.134

Sensitivity s
0.000**

GT Prob

0.001**

0.251

0.021*

0.942

0.000**

GT CoVar

0.823

0.446

0.083

0.615

0.000**

D NRange

0.000**

0.005**

0.000**

0.270

0.000**

D CoVar

0.000**

0.001**

0.000**

0.002**

0.013*

a)

* >95% confidence of interaction

** > 99% confidence of interaction

Landmark
GT Tail

ClassifierType Tail TL
0.04
0.14

BinSize A
0.06

LeadTime LT
0.06

Sensitivity s
-0.63

GT Prob

0.14

-0.05

-0.10

0.00

-0.37

GT CoVar

-0.01

-0.03

0.07

0.02

-0.31

D NRange

0.22

0.12

-0.19

0.05

-0.43

D CoVar

0.30

0.15

-0.19

0.05

-0.21

b)

bold: > 95% confidence of interaction

The correlation coefficients shown in Table 29b also clarify the effects of the landmarking feature
values, and therefore the characteristics of the D/GT pair, on the most effective transformation
parameter vales. The only transformation value whose relationship with the landmarking features
cannot be assessed from these results is Classifier Type, as the variable is discrete and had to be
codified for the purpose of the experiment. The only conclusion that could be drawn is that GTProb,
DNRange, and DCoVar have a statistically significant relationship with the top performing classifier
type.
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The length of the provided data stream D is shown to have a positive effect on the tail length TL
used for training set generation. Additionally, a noisier data set containing a higher frequency of
spikes, measured by DNRange, as well as a greater pattern amplitude, measured by DCoVar, result in
a longer training set as well. The same combination of noisiness of the data and amplitude of the
pattern to be detected also have a negative correlation with the best performing bin size A for the
provided data stream. These relationships suggest that for longer, noisier data sets the best
transformation set is more likely to utilize a smaller bin size, resulting in more features for training.

The best lead time LT to use for prediction is only influenced by DCoVar. The correlation coefficient
between these two factors is also the smallest significant correlation detected. Therefore, the higher
amplitude of a pattern may relate to a longer best lead time, but if so the relationship is
insignificant.

The final transformation parameter examined was sensitivity s, which bears a negative correlation
with every landmarking feature examined. The negative impact on s may suggest that on a less
noisy data set with fewer events the spike transformation is more effective for detecting patterns
than raw values would be, as the use of raw values is associated with s = 0. In addition, the
strongest negative correlation in the results is between s and GTTail. The observed relationship
would suggest that the spike transformation performs best when the system must create predictions
using a smaller D on which to train the classifier. Having both a negative correlation with GTTail
as well as GTProb strongly suggests that the advantage of the spike transform exists when the
number of training instances is limited.
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5.5. Landmarking System Testing
After determining which parameters affect the performance of the landmarking system and the
limits at which to test these parameters, the data with which the system is tested was generated.
Using the data generated according to the specified test limits the effect of each parameter of the
landmarking system may be tested. The parameters of the landmarking system are shown in Table
30.
Table 30 - Landmarking Parameters Test Values

Parameter
LN
LMax
LSplit

Test Values
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
.05, .1, .25, .50, .75, .90, .95

LN determines the total number of landmarks to be used by the landmarking system in testing. LMax
controls the number of unique transformations tested for each landmark selected. The percentage
of the generated data to be randomly separated off from the test data and provided as a knowledge
base is referred to as the LSplit. The value of LSplit directly controls the amount of prior results from
which the landmarking system can reference and was therefore expected to have a strong effect on
system performance. The amount of data provided to the knowledge base as well as the amount of
data from the knowledge base utilized by the landmarking system had their effects on the
performance of the system measured. Final conclusions were then drawn regarding the specifics
of each of the parameter’s effects.

The test values chosen were determined to represent a reasonable range of values over which each
transformation may be applied. The test values of LSplit represented the maximum range over which
the parameter may be varied while still providing a reasonable number of training or testing
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instances. The testing values of LN and LMax were meant to allow a large enough range for each
parameter’s effect on the landmarking system to be represented in the results.

5.5.1. Test Data Generation
The D/GT pairs generated for the purpose of training and testing the landmarking system were
meant to provide variance of all landmarkable features as well as features with which they have a
significant interaction. Parameters which have no significant interaction with landmarking features
were held constant for the test to reduce time required for data generation. Each landmarkable
feature was tested at the limits determined through the prior limit testing. The generation
parameters used to generate the landmark testing data are shown in Table 31. All valid
combinations of the transformation parameters listed in Table 32 were tested on each D/GT pair
to provide performance metrics for the knowledge base of the landmarking system.
Table 31 - Landmark Testing Data Generation Parameters

Parameter
GTTL
GTDist
GTProb

Values
1200
7500
Sinusoidal Uniform
1%

2%

GTFP

7%

0%

DAmp

1

3

DDur

5

20

DLT

1

5

DRand

0%

DDist

Sinusoidal Uniform

DPattern
DPatternType

Down
Magnitude
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Table 32 - Landmark Testing Transformation Parameters

Parameter
TailLength TL
BinSize A
LeadTime N
Sensitivity s

Values
5, 10, 20, 30
1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30
1, 5
0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

5.5.2. Effect of LSplit on Landmarking Performance
The first landmarking parameter tested for effect against the performance of the system was the
portion of the generated data sets which were provided to the landmarking system as the
knowledge base. The findings of the LSplit testing are shown in Figure 26. In the figure boxplots are
provided depicting the F-Score percentile achieved by all D/GT pairs when tested at the given LSplit
value over 256 replications. The upper and lower edges of each box represent the 75th and 25th
percentile response from each level of LSplit. The impact of LSplit value on the overall performance
of the system was found to be minimal once a low threshold of .05 had been passed.

Figure 26 - Effect of LSplit on F-Score Percentile
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Performance then began to increase sharply once again once LSplit surpassed .90. Once the system
had any information to train, even only 5% of the generated data which equated to 8 unique runs,
the system could set a reference point and achieve a consistent performance level up until LSplit =
.9. Performance was then stable until nearly all instances had been added to the knowledge base,
LSplit > .9, after which the system was capable of detecting landmarks which are nearly identical to
the test instance.

5.5.3. Effects of LN, LMax on Landmarking Performance
LN, the total number of landmarks being used, and LMax, the number of unique transformations
tested for each landmark, affected the way in which the system utilized the knowledge base. The
effects of increasing values of each of these parameters are shown in Figure 27.
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LN

3

F-Score Percentile

1

F-Score Percentile

LMax

F-Score Percentile

3

1

Train/Test Split

Train/Test Split

Train/Test Split

Figure 27 - Interaction Plot LN & LMax
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The most notable effect shown in the results of the experiment are the positive impact of increasing
the value of LN on the F-Score of the system. At each value of LMax tested, increasing the value of
LN both increased the average F-Score Percentile as well as reduced the standard deviation of the
results plotted. The positive effect of LN was consistent across all values of LSplit as well. At the
LMax = 1, the effect of increasing LN over the entire range of testing values was most clearly
demonstrated. As LN was increased from 1 to 3, the standard deviation of the test results at all LSplit
values decreased dramatically as the mean increases. Specifically, the mean of the testing results
at LSplit = .5 are lower at LN = 3 than the results of LSplit = .95 at LN = 2. The conclusion drawn from
these observations is that LN has a more significant positive impact on F-Score percentile than any
other landmarking system parameter.

Although the effect of LN was more substantial than that of LSplit, the positive effect of LSplit was
still consistent across all values of LN and LMax. At every combination of landmarking system
parameter values tested, an increase in the value of LSplit both increased the mean of the F-Score
Percentile as well as reduced the standard deviation of performance. The positive effect of LSplit
was more pronounced at lower values of LN when the system was more restricted on the number
of transformation combinations utilized.

As with the other two landmarking system parameters, LMax shows a positive correlation with the
F-Score percentile of the system. At lower values of LSplit the effect of increasing LMax was more
noticeable in a reduced standard deviation and increased mean of the response. At LSplit = .95,
especially at the highest value of LN tested, LMax yielded a much less significant improvement.
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5.5.4. Final Landmark Conclusions
In terms of the effects of landmarking system parameters, the larger the knowledge base that the
system is provided with, the greater the performance of the selected transformation set. By the
time a significant knowledge base has been established, shown by LSplit > .90, the expected output
of the system performs consistently in the top 25% of all possible transforms, even with the lowest
LN value tested. Increasing LN yields a greater result, but by a value of LN = 3 the average
transformation set selected is in the top 20% regardless of the amount of prior knowledge provided.

At lower levels of prior knowledge, testing at a higher LMax values allows the system to yield better
results through maximizing the use of the landmarks with the most similar landmarking feature
values. At a higher value of LSplit, with a larger knowledge base provided, the system’s performance
is less affected by LMax as the greater number of landmarks likely result in more close matches to
the test D/GT. In application, maximizing the knowledge base and understanding the LMax/LN
tradeoff for a provided test instance could allow for consistent generation of effective
transformation sets without the need for multiple full system iterations.
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6. Validation Experiment
A validation experiment was conducted as a means of legitimizing the proposed transformation
techniques. Although summation across values is a method commonly used for feature reduction,
the method’s performance in the specific system remained untested. An experiment was
established using a baseline of raw values as well as a limited total enumeration run. The validation
run contains only a measure of benefit provided by the transformation process.

6.1. Results
Table 33 displays the testing results of both the baseline transformations using raw values as well
as the top performing Tree and SVM classifiers at s = .5 & s = 1. Regardless of lead time, the
baseline decision tree classifier failed to detect any attacks. The failure to predict is likely due to
excessive noise generated by a feature set containing 1 unique value and leads to the creation of
branches which favor a heavy negative bias. After performing both the spike conversion at s = .5
or s = 1 as well as the binning process the decision tree was able to successfully perform at a
similar or superior level to the SVM. Although the SVM was generating some accurate predictions
prior to data transformation, the F-Score of the classifier was increased at every value of N through
the transformation process. The SVM classifiers showed an increase in performance with either
spike conversion, however all 3 N values produced better results through SVMs with s = 1. On the
contrary, tree classifiers yielded mixed results between the two sensitivity levels depending on the
value of N being tested. The primary conclusion which is upheld by these results is that
performance is improved across the board by the data transformation process proposed.
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Table 33 - Validation Testing F-Score Results

N-Value
1 - Day

Sensitivity
Baseline

Classifier Type
Tree

F-Score
0.0%

1 - Day

Baseline

SVM

8.0%

1 - Day

.5

Tree

11.6%

1 - Day

.5

SVM

13.0%

1 - Day

1

Tree

16.7%

1 - Day

1

SVM

21.3%

3 - Day

Baseline

Tree

0.0%

3 - Day

Baseline

SVM

9.5%

3 - Day

.5

Tree

20.7%

3 - Day

.5

SVM

10.1%

3 - Day

1

Tree

14.3%

3 - Day

1

SVM

17.1%

5 - Day

Baseline

Tree

0.0%

5 - Day

Baseline

SVM

7.5%

5 - Day

.5

Tree

23.1%

5 - Day

.5

SVM

12.4%

5 - Day

1

Tree

12.8%

5 - Day

1

SVM

17.1%

The detailed results of both the baseline transformations and the transformations which yielded the
highest F-Score at each test value for N are shown in Table 34. Within the N = 1 range of classifiers
the transformation process yielded an increase in recall, with classifiers managing 5/5 correctly
predicted attacks at both values of s compared to the baseline which yielded only 1 correct
prediction. The performance advantage carried over to N = 3 as well, where both classifiers trained
on the transformed data set yielded higher recall, precision, and F-Scores than the baseline. With
N = 5, the gap between recall of each classifier diminished. All 3 classifiers, s = .5, s = 1, and
baseline, only predicted 3 of the 5 attacks. However, the precision of the classifiers built using
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transformed data was much higher. The higher precision and F-Score show that the classifiers built
on transformed data captured the same number of attacks, but with far fewer false positives.
Table 34 - Top Performing Classifiers vs. Baseline

N

s
.5

TL
10

A
2

Type
SVM

F-Score
13.0%

Precision
6.9%

Recall
5/5

1

1

30

10

SVM

21.3%

11.9%

5/5

SVM

8.0%

5.0%

1/5

Baseline
3

.5

20

10

Tree

20.7%

12.5%

3/5

1

10

5

SVM

17.1%

10.0%

3/5

SVM

9.5%

6.3%

1/5

Baseline
5

.5

10

10

Tree

23.1%

14.3%

3/5

1

20

5

SVM

17.1%

10.0%

3/5

SVM

7.5%

4.0%

3/5

Baseline

Baseline

1
True

Event

SVM

True
1

01
6

01
6
12

/2
6/
2

01
6
12

/1
9/
2

16
12

/1
2/
2

/5
/2
0

01
6

12

01
6
11

/2
8/
2

01
6
11

/2
1/
2

16
11

/1
4/
2

/7
/2
0

01
6

11

01
6
10

/3
1/
2

01
6
10

/2
4/
2

01
6
10

/1
7/
2

16
10

/1
0/
2

16
10

/3
/2
0

/2
0

16
9/
26

/2
0

16
9/
19

/2
0

16

9/
12

9/
5/
20

8/
29

/2
0

16

0
False

Event

01
6
6/
2

01
6
12
/2

9/
2

01
6
12
/1

12
/1

2/
2

16

01
6

/2
0
12
/5

8/
2

01
6
11
/2

1/
2

01
6
11
/2

11
/1

4/
2

16

01
6

/2
0
11
/7

1/
2

01
6
10
/3

4/
2

01
6
10
/2

7/
2

01
6
10
/1

0/
2

16
/2
0
10
/3

10
/1

16
9/
26

/2
0

16
/2
0
9/
19

/2
0

16

6
9/
12

20
1
9/
5/

8/
29

/2
0

16

False
0

Figure 28 - Prediction Timeline of Baseline vs Transformation Method at N=1

Figure 28 illustrates the predictions made by both the highest performing SVM classifier in terms
of F-Score as well the baseline predictor. Both classifiers were attempting to generate predictions
with a lead time N = 1. As can be observed at both the beginning and end of the timeline, the
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baseline failed to capture 4 of the 5 events, although produced fairly close predictions. After
transforming the data, the trained SVM was able to capture all recorded attacks, creating a window
of positive attack prediction between 12/19 and the end of the data set. The transformed feature
set training resulted in some false positives but captured all 3 of the attacks over the examined time
span. There is a similar observable pattern to the false positives generated by both classifiers
between 10/3 – 11/21. The period of high predictive activity was likely either caused by
abnormally high tweet counts with no resulting attacks or one or more attacks occurring without
record. With regards to the prior, false positives are to be expected when generating predictors
using a leading indicator because not every spike in activity around an entity will result in a cyberattack.

Figure 29 - Prediction Timeline of Baseline vs Transformation Method at N=5

Figure 29 displays a much larger discrepancy between the performance of the two classifiers being
examined than was shown in Figure 28. While the decision tree classifier does not manage to
capture any more events than the baseline, predicting only 3 of the 5, the results were achieved
while creating far fewer false positives. Between the first recorded event on 9/1 and the event on
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12/10 the baseline predictor generated approximately the same number of positive attack
predictions as negative. Over the same time span the decision tree generated only 14 false
positives, resulting in a final precision of 14.3% compared to the baseline’s precision of 4.0%.
Predictions began to lose their value if they occurred frequently with far too many false positives.
The transformation process managed to greatly reduce the false positive problem, while
maintaining the same recall rate and yielding more accurate predictions.

6.2. Validation Experiment Conclusions
The validation experiment showed a promising improvement in the predictive capability of both
classifier types. As displayed in Figure 28 and Figure 29, applying a spike conversion as well as a
binning transformation yielded a higher performing classifier than the baseline of using no
transformations. Even using a limited range of values for each transformation yielded an average
F-Score increase of >10% across the 6 unique N and s levels. Extending the granularity of the
value set used for testing is hoped to result in a higher performing final classifier in terms of
maximizing F-Score.

Increased granularity is possible with a minimal increase in processing time through the use of the
proposed landmarking system. Implementing the landmarking process through training on similar
data sets would render the system capable of matching a classifier type and parameter combo to
the provided data set based on meta-feature values prior to performing any test iterations.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
The results of correlation testing conducted suggest that the transformation system developed
outperforms the use of raw values when smaller, less noisy data sets are used. Because the system
was originally intended to address an issue training and making useful predictions on limited data
sets where event counts may be as low as <50, the results produced show promise for the
application of the system in the intended scenario of cyber-attack prediction.

Although unable to be tested on real-world data, the capability of the landmarking system for
determining a best fit transformation set has been assessed. The system has shown to be capable
of selecting a transformation set within the top 25th percentile of all tested transformations when
provided with three or more landmarks. The performance results hold true for any combination of
LN and LMax as long as the total number of landmarks tested is >3. The knowledge base required
for the landmarking system to perform effectively has been determined to be smaller than
originally expected. The landmarking system consistently produced results in the top 50th
percentile of all tested transformations with only 5% of the generated data being used as a
knowledge base. When provided with a larger knowledge base, the system was able to consistently
produce transformation sets in the top 10th percentile while testing <10 transformations. Being able
to select a top performing result by testing only 10 transformations rather than having to try all
~2,300 potential transformations included in the experiment provides a huge reduction in run time
and processing power required.

When tested through the validation experiment the transformation system showed a consistent
performance improvement over using the raw data values provided. The baseline raw data values
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were outperformed by the transformed training sets in terms of F-Score at every lead time tested.
The event predictions that the best transformation set produced were less sporadic and more
centered about the real event times, with a lower number of individual false positive event
predictions occurring over the course of the prediction period.

While the system has been found itself useful in specific applications in the current state, potential
improvements are proposed to be tested in the future. The primary improvement would be to use
principal component analysis to reduce the number of low value bins included in the bin profile
produced by the system. The number of features required to train a classifier would be reduced
even further with minimal negative impact on performance.

Another proposed improvement involves adapting the system to be capable of training and testing
on multiple transformations at once, whether they be separate transformations applied to the same
data stream or multiple data streams simultaneously. The capability to handle multiple training
and testing sets at once would allow the system to utilize any interactions or correlations between
the multiple training features.

While there is room to improve upon the system developed, current results show promise for
application in the prediction of real-world events when using limited training data.
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